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1. - 16. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. Retail transactions make up the largest part of 
e-commerce as consumers can find ---- for sale 
on the Internet.

A)   nothing else  B)   anybody
C)   nowhere  D)   no one
  E)   anything

2. It is natural that ---- only wants the best for 
---- child. Therefore, they try to provide a better 
future for them.

A)   the one / their B)   the one / one’s
C)   the ones / his D)   one / one’s
  E)   ones / her

3. According to official statistics, about a million 
people die by suicide annually, more than ---- 
murdered or killed in wars.

A)   them  B)   one
C)   that of  D)   other
  E)   those

4. A monetary union is a situation where several 
countries have agreed to share a single currency 
amongst ----.

A)   them  B)   by themselves
C)   themselves  D)   it
  E)   on their own

5. All animals regularly clean ---- to keep their fur, 
feathers, scales, or ---- skin coverings in good 
condition.

A)   by themselves / others
B)   them / another
C)   themselves / other
D)   of their own / the others
E)   each other / one another

6. Because it was very cold, the climbers gathered 
around the fire in a circle as close to ---- as 
possible in order to get warm.

A)   other  B)   them
C)   themselves  D)   each other
  E)   one another’s

7. When I go on holiday, I try to avoid putting ---- in 
risky situations in order not to get hurt.

A)   by myself  B)   each other
C)   myself  D)   mine
  E)   my

8. John wants to have a car ---- but he has to work 
hard if he wants to buy one since the price of 
cars is very high.

A)   by itself  B)   of his own
C)   him  D)   itself
  E)   of him
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9. Elizabeth’s latest grades are unusually high. 
She ---- well for her finals. She is planning to 
graduate this semester.

A)   must have studied
B)   would study
C)   was supposed to study
D)   couldn’t have studied
E)   may not have studied

10. Experts have speculated that Air France Flight 
447, which disappeared mysteriously over the 
Atlantic Ocean on May 31, ---- down due to 
turbulence and thunderstorms.

A)   was used to going
B)   should go
C)   ought to have gone
D)   may have gone
E)   might go

11. Our table wasn’t ready when we arrived at the 
restaurant, so we ---- for some time and they 
offered us champagne.

A)   should be waiting
B)   would have waited
C)   had to wait
D)   are to wait
E)   might have waited

12.  I ---- you for the accident because I very well 
know there was nothing you ---- to prevent it.

A) can’t blame / could have done
B) should blame / can’t have done
C) mustn’t blame / might be done
D) would rather blame / ought to have been done
E) am not to blame / have to be done

13. I ---- my son to work harder at the university as 
he dropped out of school. I am worried about 
him and his future. 

A)   mustn’t push
B)   would rather push
C)   should push
D)   have to push
E)   would prefer to have pushed

14. I don’t know why Jim didn’t talk to me but I 
believe I didn’t do anything that ---- him. I think I 
should talk to him about it.

A)   was upset
B)   will upset
C)   might have upset
D)   must upset
E)   is to upset

15. John ---- a lot to develop his English if he wants 
to get a good job; however, he is being lazy 
these days.

A)   had to read
B)   is supposed to be reading
C)   can’t have been reading
D)   would be reading
E)   must have read

16. The project ---- by last November, but due to 
several staffing changes that goal has not been 
met so far.

A)   shouldn’t have been completed
B)   must have been completed
C)   might be completed
D)   was to have been completed
E)   can be completed
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